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The Mobile Device Integrator from HaystackID
An Overview of Mobile Device to Relativity Integration for Streamlined Fact Harvesting

 

With mobile device collections becoming increasingly common in today’s eDiscovery and forensics 
collections, legal professionals require a sound and efficient method to review data collected from 
mobile devices. Historically, these professionals have had to comb through exhaustive PDF reports or 
sift through hundreds of thousands spreadsheet records to find facts. HaystackID’s Mobile Device 
Integrator has made importing and reviewing mobile device collections faster and easier than ever, 
decreasing the time from collection to review and from review to the identification of key case facts.

HaystackID’s Mobile Device Integrator demystifies mobile device investigations by streamlining fact 
harvesting from highly unstructured data formats, all while enabling extracted data to be searched, 
reviewed, and produced within the industry’s leading review platform, Relativity. Mobile Device 
Integrator also includes visualizations that allow clients to review and produce communications 
between multiple actors in a contextual timeline around search hits and across multiple applications, 
making reviewing mobile device collections faster and easier than ever.

Streamlined Fact Harvesting From Mobile Devices Direct Into Relativity 

HaystackID’s Mobile Device Integrator provides legal professionals with the industry gold standard for 
mobile device review through its feature and functionality rich capability to streamline fact harvesting 
and review. 

Key Features Description

Search Hit Proximity 
Threading

Utilizing our proprietary message threading technology, we are able 
to generate a relational field showing a variable number of 
messages in chronological order before and after each Search Term 
Hit Report hit. This proximity allows users to better determine 
relevance when viewing short messages like SMS.

Automatic Field Type 
Determination and Creation

During initial processing, Mobile Device Integrator will detect any 
fields in the Mobile Device Report that do not currently exist in the 
Relativity workspace. Once detected, it will automatically determine 
the field type and create the fields in Relativity on-the-fly.

Optional EML Native Format In addition to our default native format, Mobile Device Integrator 
allows users to convert cellular messages into EML format which 
makes the message look similar to normal email. Users have found 
this format to be easier for new reviewers who may not be as 
familiar Mobile Device reports. 

Processing Support for 
Non-Standard Data Types

In addition to the default data types that Mobile Device Integrator 
processes, Mobile Device Integrator will allow users to import these 
non-standard data types.

XML Field Mapping Allows users to create an XML field mapping file to ensure accurate 
field mapping and create a default for handling non-standard data 
types.
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Key functionality of this gold standard offering for law firms and corporations include:

With Mobile Device Integrator from HaystackID, legal professionals can streamline fact harvesting from 
mobile devices with highly unstructured data formats and move mobile device-collected data quickly 
and intuitively into Relativity for investigation, legal review and production. As a result, investigation and 
review teams can now take full advantage of the unique identification and collections capabilities of 
mobile devices and analyze and review potentially relevant evidence in the world’s leading review 
platform, Relativity. This technology combination delivered by HaystackID can decrease review and 
case cycle times, helping users accelerate accurate and positive outcomes. 

Learn More. Today. 
 

Contact us today at HaystackID.com/Contact-Us to learn more about our specialized eDiscovery 
services and how our Mobile Device Integrator can help streamline and accelerate investigations, legal 
review, and document productions from data collected from mobile devices.

About HaystackID
 

HaystackID is a specialized eDiscovery services firm that helps corporations and law firms find, listen, 
and learn from data when they face complex, data-intensive investigations and litigation. With an 
earned reputation for mobilizing industry-leading computer forensics, eDiscovery, and attorney 
document review experts, HaystackID’s Forensics First, Early Case Insight, and ReviewRight services 
accelerate and deliver quality outcomes at a fair and predictable price. 
 

Serving more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law firms from North American and 
European locations, HaystackID’s combination of expertise and technical excellence coupled with a 
culture of white glove customer service make it the alternative legal services provider that is big enough 
to matter but small enough to care.

Key Functionality

• Proprietary Threading of Chats, MMS, and SMS Messages

• Contextual Search

• Excel Record Parsing

• Dedicated Mobile Report Tab View

• Support for Audio, Video, Notes, Voicemail and Image Data Types

• Streamline Production Workflow

• Relational Displays and Consolidated Views

• User-Friendly, Frictionless User Interface

• Automatic Parsing of Other Data Types That Might Exist In a Mobile Device Extraction
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